This chapter describes the process for creating a new document type for a purchase requisition and assigning a newly defined number range. Next, the chapter covers the purchase requisition approval process.
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Chapter 10

Purchase Requisitions

A purchase requisition is the procedural method by which users or departments can request the purchase of goods and services. A purchase requisition can be entered manually by a user or can be generated automatically as a result of a demand from materials requirements planning (MRP).

A purchase requisition is the first step in the demand for material either entered by the requisitioner or generated out of a requirements system such as MRP. A requisition contains the material or services to be procured, a required date of delivery, and a quantity. The purchase requisition doesn’t contain a vendor and is generally not printed out because it’s an internal company document.

In this chapter, we’ll begin by covering the configuration basics for creating a new document type of a purchase requisition and assigning a newly defined number range. The configured purchase requisition document type is then put to the test in the associated business processes, including creating purchase requisitions with a material and without a material. Next, the chapter covers the purchase requisition approval process (known as the release procedure). Both types of release procedures—with and without classification—are covered, including configuration basics, master data, and business processes.

10.1 Configuring a New Purchase Requisition Document Type

You can configure document types for purchase orders (POs), purchase requisitions, requests for quotations (RFQs), quantity or value contracts, and scheduling agreements. The configuration steps for these documents are all quite similar; therefore, we’ll focus only on the process for purchase requisitions. You’ll follow these same steps to define document types for the other document categories.
In the following sections, we’ll provide a step-by-step approach to defining a new number range for the purchase requisition, configuring a new purchase requisition document type, and then assigning the newly defined number range to the purchase requisition. We’ll also show you how to create a purchase requisition with the newly configured purchase requisition document type.

10.1.1 Defining a Number Range

Every purchasing document type must have a number range, which can be internal, external, or both. To define the number range, follow the menu path Purchasing • Purchase Requisition • Define Number Ranges. Click on the Change Intervals button. You’ll see a list of existing number ranges. Add a new number range by clicking on the Insert Line button, as shown in Figure 10.1.

Enter a number range key in the No column and then make entries in the From No. and To Number fields. To make a number range external, select the External Number Ranges checkbox; to make a number range internal, leave this checkbox unselected, as shown in Figure 10.2.

Figure 10.1 Interval Maintenance of a Purchase Requisition

Note

Number range intervals can’t overlap each other, and number ranges are year-independent in MM.

Figure 10.2 New Interval of a Purchase Requisition

10.1.2 Defining Document Types

To configure a document type for purchase requisitions, follow the navigation path Materials Management • Purchasing • Purchase Requisition • Define Document Types. Figure 10.3 shows the different purchase requisitions that have been already configured. A standard purchase requisition has the Type NB. The configuration allows internal (NoRgeInt) and external (NoRge Ext) number ranges to be defined for each requisition type.

To create a new purchase requisition document type, select the standard purchase requisition document Type NB, as shown in Figure 10.3, and choose Copy as.

Figure 10.3 Available Document Types of Purchase Requisition

As shown in Figure 10.4, maintain the new purchase requisition document type ZNB and maintain the previously configured internal number range (NoRgeInt) as 02. Also, maintain a short description of the new purchase requisition document type (Doc. Type Descript.). When you press the Specify object to be copied popup will appear. In this window, you’ll choose whether you want to copy all dependent entries of the reference document type NB into newly configured document type ZNB or not. Choose copy all, and the screen shown Figure 10.5 will appear.
10.1 Configuring a New Purchase Requisition Document Type

Figure 10.4 Newly Created Purchase Requisition Document Type ZNB

Figure 10.5 shows information about the number of dependent entries in purchase requisition document type NB that have been copied to our newly configured purchase requisition document type ZNB, which in this example is 170 entries.

Figure 10.5 Number of Dependent Entries Copied

The screen shown in Figure 10.6 will appear where you can make changes, as needed. Select the line item ZNB and then double-click on **Allowed item categories** on the left-hand side.

Figure 10.6 Newly Configured Purchase Requisition Document Type ZNB

Figure 10.7 shows the list of item categories that were copied directly from the purchase requisition document type NB. On this screen, you can eliminate or add item categories allowed for the purchase requisition document type ZNB.

Figure 10.7 Allowed Item Categories of Purchase Requisition Document Type ZNB

Access the screen shown in Figure 10.8 by choosing **Serial number profiles** and make purchase requisitions of document type ZNB required or optional to a serial number for equipment when creating a purchase requisition.

Figure 10.8 Serial Number Profile for Purchase Requisitions

With these configuration steps complete, let’s now test whether the SAP system can successfully create a newly configured purchase requisition of document type ZNB with the new number range starting with 20000000.

Note
During the course of an SAP implementation project, the MM consultant and the client should agree on all the purchasing document numbers and associated number ranges to be configured to meet various business scenarios. Our example covered creating purchase requisition document type ZNB, which business users need to use when requesting (in the form of a purchase requisition) the purchase of an asset.
10.1.3 Creating a Purchase Requisition with a Material Master Record

Requisitions are most commonly created by using an item or service with a material master record. A purchase requisition can be created using Transaction ME51N via the following navigation path: Logistics → Materials Management → Purchasing → Purchase Requisition → Create.

This transaction allows a requisitioner to define what fields are visible on the screen when entering the requisition data. Many fields can be reviewed and entered. Figure 10.9 shows the Material, the Short Text description, Quantity, Unit, and Delivery Date fields. In addition to the fields shown in Figure 10.9, the following information can be entered in the requisition line item: material group, plant, storage location, requisitioner, purchasing organization, manufacturer’s part number, purchasing information record, desired vendor, and requirement tracking number.

A requisition for materials that have a material master record requires the requisitioner to enter the following information:
- Material number of item or service
- Quantity to be procured
- Unit of measure
- Date of delivery of the material

The requisition process will populate default information into the Purchase Requisition screen. Examples of this information include the material group and purchasing group. In the following sections, we’ll evaluate some of the important fields for purchase requisitions.

Document Type

The document type for a purchase requisition is important because it defines the internal and external number ranges used for requisitions and because it defines the valid item categories and follow-on functions. For our example, we’ll use our newly configured purchase requisition document type ZNB.

Purchase Requisition Number

A purchase requisition number can be defined as an internal or an external number. In our example, the internal number range (NoRgeInt) has been configured with range number 02.

Item Category

Refer to Figure 10.9, which shows the item category field (I), another control field that allows a purchase requisition to follow the correct path for that category of purchase requisition. The SAP system includes a set of predelivered item categories:
- Blank: Standard
- K: Consignment
- L: Subcontracting
- S: Third party
- D: Service
- U: Stock transfer

The item category allows for the selective display of certain fields and not others. For example, if a purchase requisition item has an item category K for consignment, then invoice receipts won’t be allowed.

Account Assignment Category

An account assignment category field (A) determines what type of accounting assignment data is required for purchase requisitions. Examples of account assignments are cost centers, cost objects, SAP General Ledger (SAP G/L) accounts, and assets.
The account assignment categories can be configured in the IMG. You can create a new account assignment category by following the navigation path Materials Management • Purchasing • Account Assignment • Maintain Account Assignment Categories, as shown in Figure 10.10.

A purchasing user can create a new account assignment category and configure its fields. For example, some companies may not want certain fields to appear or to be changeable when using particular account assignments. The configuration allows the fields, such as Asset, Business Area, and Cost Object, to be mandatory entries (Mand.Ent.), optional entries (Opt.Entry), display-only fields (Display), or Hidden. The accounting department is primarily involved in creating new account assignment categories.

Required account assignment data is needed for specific account assignments, as follows:

- **Asset (A)**
  Asset number and subnumber
- **Production order (F)**
  Production order number
- **Cost center (K)**
  Cost center and G/L account number
- **Sales order (C)**
  Sales order and G/L account number
- **Project (P)**
  Project number and G/L account number
- **Unknown (U)**
  None

The next four fields can be entered on the line item of the purchase requisition, as shown earlier in Figure 10.9.

**Plant/Storage Location**

The plant and storage location fields can be entered if the location where the material must be shipped is known. If only one receiving dock exists for the whole plant, then this dock can be defaulted.

**Purchasing Group**

A purchasing group number is a number for the buyer (or buyers) of a material. If a purchasing group is entered at the order level, then this group will be defaulted for each of the purchase requisition line items.

**Requirement Tracking Number**

This requirement tracking number (RTN) doesn’t represent the requisition or the requisitioner but is a free-form field in which a tracking number can be entered. This field can be used by the person entering the RFQ to uniquely identify specific POs. For example, if purchasing agents are entering a number of POs for a project, they may want to enter a unique RTN so that the POs can be located together instead of having to know each individual PO number.
Requisitioner
This field is another free-form field where a purchasing user can add the requisitioner’s name to search and order the purchase requisitions. For example, if one person is tasked with entering all purchase requisitions for a department, that person can enter the name of the person who actually wrote the requisition in the Requisitioner field.

Figure 10.11 shows the item details of a purchase requisition. The Closed indicator can be set if the purchase requisition no longer needs to be converted into a PO. Selecting the Fixed ID checkbox will prevent automatic changes to the purchase requisition during an MRP run. The data on planned delivery time (Pl. Deliv. Time) and the goods receipt processing time (GR proc. time) are taken from the material master if these details are maintained in the material master.

Figure 10.11 Quantities/Dates Details in a Purchase Requisition

Figure 10.12 shows the Valuation tab of a purchase requisition. The Valuation Price is taken directly from the material master if the material had previously been procured. The valuation price at the item level also forms the basis of triggering a release (approval) procedure.

Figure 10.12 Purchase Requisition: Valuation Tab

Save the purchase requisition in the newly configured document type ZNB, and the system will show an information message displaying the newly defined internal number range is correctly configured and assigned to the newly configured purchase requisition document type ZNB.
The account assignment categories described in the previous section allow a requisitioner to allocate the costs of the purchase to the correct accounts.

To enter a purchase requisition for an item without a material master record, the transaction is the same as before: Transaction ME51N. The requisitioner can enter information on the initial screen or leave the initial screen blank to go directly to the line item screen.

In the detailed line item screen, information must be entered because no material master record exists to refer to. The requisitioner must enter a short description of the following:

- Material
- Account assignment category
- Quantity to be supplied
- Unit of measure
- Delivery date
- Plant
- Purchasing group
- Material group
- Material
- Account assignment category
- Quantity to be supplied
- Unit of measure
- Delivery date
- Plant
- Purchasing group
- Material group

The required information will correspond to the account assignment category was entered in the line item. Figure 10.15 shows the required account information.

Figure 10.15  Purchase Requisition Line Item with No Material Master Record

---

### 10.2 Processing a Purchase Requisition

After a purchase requisition has been created, it can be further amended using the change process, which we’ll discuss next. This section also discusses the methods for displaying purchase requisitions.

#### 10.2.1 Changing a Purchase Requisition

A purchase requisition can be changed as part of the material planning process, that is, by an MRP controller or by a requisitioner prior to being processed by the purchasing department. A purchasing requisition can be changed using Transaction ME52N or by following the navigation path Logistics • Materials Management • Purchasing • Purchase Requisition • Change.

#### 10.2.2 Displaying a Purchase Requisition

A number of methods to display purchase requisitions are available, which we’ll describe next.

**Purchase Requisition: Display**

A purchase requisition can be displayed using Transaction ME54N or by following the navigation path Logistics • Materials Management • Purchasing • Purchase Requisition • Display.

**Purchase Requisition: List Display**

To show a list of purchase requisitions, use Transaction ME5A (Display Purchase Requisitions) or follow the navigation path Logistics • Materials Management • Purchasing • Purchase Requisition • List Displays • General.

Transaction ME5A allows a requisitioner to enter a wide range of selection criteria to display the valid requisitions. Some common examples of selection criteria include Purchase requisition, Document Type, Material, Requirement tracking number, and Delivery Date. Enter the newly configured Document Type “ZNB” and Plant “1000” and execute. The screen shown in Figure 10.16 will appear.

Figure 10.16 shows a list of newly configured purchase requisitions of document type ZNB in detail.
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10.2 Processing a Purchase Requisition

10.2.3 Closing a Purchase Requisition

A purchase requisition can be closed if an indicator is set within the item detail screen. Normally, the purchase requisition is closed when the amount requested on the line item of the purchase requisition is equal to the amount that has been purchased via a PO.

To close a line item on a purchase requisition, the requisitioner needs to access Transaction ME52N (Change Purchase Requisition). The line item to be flagged for deletion must be selected, and the requisitioner should select Delete. The Delete indicator on the line item will be checked, as shown in Figure 10.17.

10.2.4 Follow-On Functions

As the purchase requisition is processed, follow-on functions can be carried out before the purchase requisition is converted to a PO.

Transaction ME56 allows a purchasing user to select a range of purchase requisitions to assign a source. The purchase requisitions can be selected via a large range of selection criteria, including material group, item category, delivery date, cost center, and so on.

Transaction ME56 can be found by following the navigation path Logistics • Materials Management • Purchasing • Purchase Requisition • Follow-on Functions • Assign.

The initial screen allows entry of a large selection of variables to create a list of purchase requisitions for vendor assignment.

After the selection criteria have been entered into the initial screen of Transaction ME56, the transaction will return a number of relevant purchase requisitions based on that search criteria.

Figure 10.18 shows the purchase requisitions that were returned as a result of the selection criteria entered. You can select the purchase requisitions that will be assigned a vendor.

After selecting purchase requisitions, you can choose to have the vendor assigned automatically to the purchase requisitions by selecting the Assign Source of Supply option from the green document icon, as shown at the bottom of Figure 10.18. The results are shown in Figure 10.19.
10.3 Indirectly Created Requisitions

A purchase requisition may be created if some business process needs materials or services. An indirectly created purchase requisition is usually created when a user performs another business function, such as creating a production order or a maintenance order.

10.3.1 Purchase Requisition Created by Production Order

In a production order, two elements determine how operations take place. The routing is the sequence of the operations that should take place, and the bill of materials (BOM) is the recipe used to produce the final material.

A purchase requisition can be generated automatically when the routing in a production order involves an operation where material needs to be sent out for external processing, for example, in subcontracting work.

Another way a purchase requisition can be produced is when a BOM calls for a material that is a nonstock item. This situation may occur when a special item is required for a production order or if the material is no longer purchased by the company. For example, a company that produces furnaces may need to incorporate a special filter for furnaces made for customers based in California. The clean air laws in California may require a special part to be ordered and fitted during the production process. This triggers a purchase requisition for the special part and possibly a purchase requisition for a subcontractor to fit the part.

10.3.2 Purchase Requisition Created by Plant Maintenance Order

This type of order produces purchase requisitions that are similar to the production order. The maintenance order is created for plant maintenance (PM) operations on a technical object (in other words, equipment) at the plant. Similar to a production order, a maintenance order has a list of operations that must be performed. The operations give the maintenance user a step-by-step list of what needs to be performed and the materials and equipment needed for each step.

In the operation, a certain nonstock material may be needed, which may cause a purchase requisition to be created. A maintenance order may also have an operation that requires an external operation be performed by a subcontractor, which will also cause an indirect purchase requisition to be created.

10.3.3 Purchase Requisition Created by Project System

The project system (PS) functionality in SAP S/4HANA uses objects called networks, a set of instructions that tell users what tasks need to be performed, in what order, and by what date.

A network has two options for creating material requirements. The network can create purchase requisitions for nonstock materials and external services, similar to the
production and maintenance orders. The network can also be configured to allow the creation of purchase requisitions as soon as the network is released.

10.3.4 Purchase Requisition Created by Materials Planning

Consumption-based planning or the material requirements planning (MRP) functionality can create purchase requisitions based on its calculations. When creating POs, MRP calculates quantities and delivery dates. The planning run can also produce planned orders for in-house production, but these orders can be converted to purchase requisitions.

A purchase requisition is an internal purchasing suggestion that can be modified before being converted into a PO. After the MRP controller has determined the accuracy of the external purchasing requirements, the controller can convert some planned orders to purchase requisitions and perhaps convert some purchase requisitions to POs. The level of interaction between the planning department and the purchasing department will determine what procedures are in place to allow the MRP controller to create purchase requisitions and POs.

In this section, we covered purchase requisitions. The next section covers the approval process for purchasing documents, known as release procedures.

10.4 Release Procedures

Release procedures are approval procedures for purchasing documents such as purchase requisitions and purchase orders (POs). The manner in which these procedures are configured is called a release strategy. A release strategy involves a process whereby an approver verifies document data (such as material, quantity, and value) and then authorizes the purchase. The process takes place online, which saves time and is more efficient than previous manual approval processes.

The SAP system provides two different types of release procedures:

- **Release procedure without classification**
  - A release procedure without classification can be configured only for item level releases in purchase requisitions. Therefore, this release procedure can only be used for internal documents (such as purchase requisitions). This limitation arises because external documents (such as POs) must be sent to vendors and therefore can’t be partially approved. In a release procedure without classification, you can set the release based on the following four criteria:

- **Release procedure with classification**
  - A release procedure with classification offers many more criteria to define the release strategy. You can use either of these procedures (with or without classification) for purchase requisitions. But, for POs and RFQs, you must use a release procedure with classification. Before getting into the release procedure configuration steps, let's define the key terms used in release procedures, as follows:
    - **Release strategy**: Defines the entire approval process and consists of release conditions, release codes, and release prerequisites.
    - **Release conditions/criteria**: Determines which release strategy applies for a particular purchasing document. For example, if the value of a requisition item is $100, a certain strategy may be required; if the value of the item is $10,000, a different strategy may be required. If purchasing documents fulfill release conditions, they must be approved before they can be processed further.
    - **Release code/point**: A two-character key that represents an individual or department responsible for giving approval. Each person involved in the release procedure signifies an approver in a release transaction using his/her the release code.
    - **Release prerequisite**: Sets the order in which approval must take place. For example, a manager must approve a document before the vice president approves it.
    - **Release status/indicator**: Represents the current status of the item or document such as blocked and released. For example, if the document isn’t fully approved, it may have been blocked.

Now that you have an understanding of the basic concepts behind release strategies, let's move on to the configuration steps involved. We'll discuss both types of configuration: without classification and with classification.

10.4.1 Release Procedures without Classification

To configure release procedures without classification, follow the menu path Materials Management • Purchasing • Purchase Requisition • Release Procedure • Set Up Procedure Without Classification. This SAP system will display five activities, as shown in Figure 10.20.
Figure 10.20 Setting Up a Release Procedure without Classification

You'll need to select and perform each activity, one by one, as discussed in the following sections.

Selecting Release Codes

A release code is used to approve the document and are references to specific users. Click on New Entries and enter a two-digit Release code key and Description, as shown in Figure 10.21. The release code can be either a numeric or an alphanumeric entry.

Figure 10.21 Release Codes

Figure 10.22 Release Indicator in a Release Procedure without Classification

Selecting the Release Indicator

The release indicator specifies the release status of the purchase requisition, which can define the release indicator, as shown in Figure 10.22. Click on New Entries and enter the following:

- **Fixed for MRP**
  - If you select this checkbox, the purchase requisition can't be changed by material requirements planning (MRP).

- **Released for quot.**
  - This indicator specifies that quotations and RFQs may be processed with reference to purchase requisitions. If you select this checkbox, the purchase requisition is available for RFQ and quotation processing.

- **Rel. for ordering**
  - This indicator specifies whether POs can be generated with reference to purchase requisitions.

Field selection key

When setting up a release strategy and release indicators, you can use the field selection key to determine whether certain fields in a purchase requisition may or may not be changed with approval. For example, let’s say you need to prevent changes to the requested quantity in a purchase requisition after the release
indicator has been set in the purchase requisition. For this requirement, you would configure the order quantity field as Display only in the field selection key.

- **Changeabil.**
  This field defines how the system reacts if a purchasing document is changed after the start of the release procedure, as shown in Figure 10.22.

- **Value chgs.**
  This field specifies the percentage by which the value of the purchase requisition can be changed after the release procedure has started. If the requisition is changed by more than the specified limit entered in this field, the requisitions will be subjected again to the release procedure.

### Assigning Release Indicators

In this step, you’ll assign the release indicators to a release strategy, as shown in Figure 10.23. Click the **New Entries** button, enter the release strategy code, select the release indicator, and save.

This indicator specifies the release sequence, that is, which release point(s) must have a released requisition before the current individual or department is allowed to release that requisition. For example, as shown in Figure 10.23, for release strategy R1, release indicators 1 and 2 have been defined. If release indicator 1 is set, the RFQ can be created from the purchase requisition. Release indicator 2 can be set only after release indicator 1 is set, and release indicator 2 means that RFQs or POs can be created.

![Figure 10.23 Assigning a Release Indicator to a Release Strategy](image)

### Selecting Release Points as Prerequisites

In this step, you’ll configure the sequence of release codes and the prerequisites purchase requisitions must fulfill before they can be released. As shown in Figure 10.24,

![Figure 10.24 Prerequisites of Release Points](image)

### Determining When to Apply a Specific Release Strategy

In this step, you’ll define when a purchase requisition should be considered for a release procedure and which release strategy is applicable. As mentioned earlier, a release strategy without classification can be configured with only four criteria: account assignment category, material group, plant, and value. As shown in Figure 10.25, for account assignment category K (cost center), material group 004, plant 1000, and value 1,000.00 PKR, the release strategy R1 is applicable. When a purchase requisition is created with these attributes, the system will automatically assign release strategy R1 and will follow the approval process configured in this strategy.

![Figure 10.25 Release Strategy Determination](image)

In this section, we covered release procedures without classification. The next section delves into release procedures with classification.
10.4.2 Release Procedures with Classification

A release procedure with classification can be defined for internal documents (purchase requisitions) and external documents (POs, RFQs, contracts, and scheduling agreements). You’ll need to define both characteristics and classes for release procedures with classification. We’ll discuss these steps next.

Before you start configuring release strategies with classification in the SAP system, we’ll need to identity and define the combination of parameters that will trigger the release. PO-triggering criteria can be a combination of document type, plant, and purchasing organization along with value depending on the number of release codes assigned when the document is created. In SAP, the relevant structure—CEKKO (Communication Release Strategy Determination Purch. Document)—provides a list of all the possible fields that can be used for configuring a release strategy. To view all the fields in structure CEKKO, use Transaction SE12 where you’ll enter the structure name and then click on the Display button. Figure 10.26 shows the various fields available for configuring release strategies for a PO.

Note

While our example in this section covers release procedures with classification for purchase orders, you can use the same concepts and logic when configuring release procedure for purchase requisitions.

The structure for purchase requisitions is CEBAN, the field BSART is used for the order type, and GNETW is used for the total order value. Later in this section, we’ll also show you how the newly configured purchase requisition document type ZNB has a release procedure activated at the item level of a purchase requisition using these two fields (BSART and GNETW).

Master Data Setup

In this example, let’s assume that we want to configure a release strategy based on the combination of two fields: Document Type (CEKKO-BSART) and Purchase order total value (CEKKO-GNETW).

We’ll need to create individual characteristics for each field and then group these characteristics into a release class. To create a characteristic, use Transaction CT04 or follow the configuration menu path Materials Management • Purchasing • Purchase Order • Release Procedure for Purchase Orders • Edit Characteristic, as shown in Figure 10.27.

Figure 10.27 Table Field for Structure (Table Name) CEKKO

Provide the characteristic name BP_DOCTYPE and then click on Create button to create the characteristic. Now, we’ll refer to the fields from structure CEKKO by providing the reference to this structure (CEKKO) and corresponding field (BSART for...
document type. Since this characteristic is created for a document type, specify the structure and field name given in Figure 10.27. Once you enter the structure name and field name, the system will generate a warning message: “Format data taken from Data Dictionary (press enter).” This warning message indicates that the data type of the characteristic will be taken from the data dictionary of this structure in SAP.

In the Basic Data tab of the characteristic screen, as shown in Figure 10.28, provide an appropriate description. If you want to configure the release strategy for a single document type, you’ll need to select Single Value radio button in the Value Assignment block. If multiple document types are required, then select the Multiple Values radio button.

Figure 10.28 Basic Data of a Characteristic

Now, navigate to Values tab and provide the document types required in this release strategy. For our example, we’ll use PO document type NB, which is a standard PO, as shown in Figure 10.29.

![Figure 10.29 Characteristic Values]

Note
The values shown in Figure 10.29 are not available as a [F4] selections or in drop-down lists. Be sure these values are typed in correctly and exactly match with the procurement document types.

Using the same method, let’s create another characteristic BP_NETVAL, which is for Purchase order Net value, as shown in Figure 10.30.

When entering the structure name CEKKO and field GNETW for the purchase order net value, the system will ask for a currency since this field is related to numbers and the net value of a purchase order. Maintain the local currency, which in this example is PKR (Pakistani Rupees), for the characteristic, as shown in Figure 10.31. If you have multiple criteria for different ranges of values, these criteria must be provided in the Values tab with the Multiple Values radio button selected in the Basic Data tab. Since there will be intervals in the purchase order values, you’ll have to configure the characteristic to allow the values in intervals by selecting the Interval vals allowed checkbox under the Value assignment block in Basic data tab.
For this characteristic, values are to be defined in intervals, as shown in Figure 10.32. This first interval denotes that the net value of a PO must be less than (<) than 100.00 PKR, while the second interval denotes PO values of more than or equal (>=) to 101.00 PKR.

Once we have all the characteristics ready, we’ll need to group them into a class.

Creating Classes and Assigning Characteristics

To create a class, use Transaction CL02 or follow the configuration menu path Materials Management • Purchasing • Purchase Order • Release Procedure for Purchase Orders • Edit Class.

In the main screen of Transaction CL02, provide an appropriate Class Name (BP_RELPO) and click the Create button. Make sure that the Class type is 032 (Release Strategy). In the detailed screen, provide an appropriate description. Assign the two characteristics we created earlier to this class, as shown in Figure 10.33.

Note

Classes and characteristics are treated as master data in the SAP system. As a result, classes and characteristics aren’t transported from development systems to quality and production systems through transport requests. Instead, you must manually create them in each client or automatically upload them via Application Linking and Enabling (ALE), provided by SAP. Transactions BD91, BD92, and BD93 can be used to transfer classes and characteristics via ALE. You can manually assign classes and characteristics to release strategies in each client by using Transaction CL24N. See Chapter 24 on the classification system for more information.

Configuration Basics of Release Procedure

After creating a class, the next step is to configure the elements required in the release strategy. To configure release procedure for PO, follow the configuration menu path Materials Management • Purchasing • Purchase Order • Release Procedure for Purchase Orders • Define Release Procedure for Purchase Orders.

The following elements are required:

- Release Groups
- Release Codes
- Release Strategies
- Workflow
- Release Indicator
To begin, follow these steps:

1. Select **Release Group** and click the **Choose** button. Click on the **New Entries** button to create a new release group. In the new record, provide an appropriate name such as “BP” in the **Rel.Grp** field and, in the **Class** field, maintain the class name “BP_RELPO,” which we created in the previous step, as shown in Figure 10.34. Save your entries.

2. Select release codes and click the **Choose** button. As shown in Figure 10.35, click on the **New Entries** button to create release codes for the release strategy. The number of release codes depends on number of approval levels. In our example, we’ll only create two release codes: 10 and 20 for **Buyer** and **Manager**, respectively. Ensure you create these release codes under the same release group (**Grp** BP) that was configured in the previous step.

3. Select a release indicator, as shown in Figure 10.36. This screen indicates the **Release ID** for initial and released statuses. Release ID 0 indicates a **Blocked** status, and release ID 1 indicates a **Released** status. The **Chgable** field contains the parameter that will define how the system reacts if a purchasing document is changed after the start of the release procedure. In other words, once an order is released, we can still change the values in the purchase order, which will trigger a new release status. If the field is allowed to change, we can define the % of change allowed, which in this example is 10.0%.

4. Select release strategies, click on **New Entries** button, and enter the previously configured release group **BP**. After entering the release group, provide an appropriate release strategy (in our case, **BP**) and a short description, as shown in Figure 10.37. Double-click the **Release group BP** so that the screen shown in Figure 10.38 appears.
On this screen, in our example, you’ll keep only one level of approval for all POs below 100.00 PKR but require two levels of approvals for POs greater than or equal to 100 PKR. Thus, you’ll need two release strategies. The first release strategy will have only one release code and will only be triggered for values less than 100.00 PKR in the characteristic BP_NETVAL. For purchase orders with greater than or equal value to 100.00 PKR, you’ll create another release strategy, which will involve both the release codes and the two levels of approvals needed in this case. The following steps demonstrate how to create this second release strategy (with two approvals):

- Maintain release codes 10 and 20. Now click on the **Release prerequisites** button, shown in Figure 10.38, and select prerequisites for each release code. Figure 10.38 shows that no prerequisites exist for release code 10, but for release code 20, release code 10 must first be released. This prerequisite is achieved by selecting the checkbox from column 10 and next to the row ID 20. Save these settings.

- The next step is to click **Release statuses**, as shown in Figure 10.38, which will open the screen shown in Figure 10.39. The first stage of the release indicator will always show a **Blocked** status. After the first level of release by a user with release code 10, the overall status is still **Blocked**. When a document is released by a higher-level user having release code 20, the document’s overall status will be **Released**.

![Figure 10.39 Release Statuses](image)

- The next step is to select the classification values for the selected characteristics in release class. Click on the **Classification** button, as shown in Figure 10.38, to proceed. You’ll need to select all the values from all the characteristics. If multiple values exist in a characteristic, you’ll need to select the values that will be part of the release strategy. Maintain values for both characteristics; for example, as shown in Figure 10.40, the characteristic values state that **Purchase Order Document Type NB** and a **Total net order value greater than or equal to 100.00 PKR** will trigger this release strategy.

![Figure 10.40 Classification in Release Strategy](image)

5. You can simulate the entire release strategy to ensure all steps are correctly configured by choosing **Release simulation**, as shown in Figure 10.38. Place your cursor on release codes 10 20, as shown in Figure 10.41, and click on **Simulate Release**, which will open the screen shown in Figure 10.42.

![Figure 10.41 Simulating a Release Strategy](image)
Figure 10.42 shows that releases are possible for both release codes 10 and 20. First, place your cursor over release code 10 and click on Set/reset release. Repeat the same steps for release code 10. If performed correctly, the Release Options will change to Release already effected, and the status will change to Released.

6. As a last step, select Workflow, as shown in Figure 10.43. Choose New Entries to create records for involved users. Specify the release group, the appropriate release codes, and the user ID in the Agent ID column. The user IDs specified with agent type US indicates that the agent name is an SAP user ID. Create a line for each user involved in the release process and maintain an appropriate release code.


Create a purchase order using Transaction ME2IN with document type NB and make the value of purchase order greater than 100 PKR to trigger the configured release strategy. Save the PO. In this example, the system has created PO number 4500000204.

To release the PO, access the screen shown in Figure 10.44 via Transaction ME29N. Notice the purchase order Release Strategy tab at the end of the PO header. The PO has all the details correctly configured and can now be released simply by clicking the release icon in the Release options column next to the release code.

Collective Release

Access the screen shown in Figure 10.45 via Transaction ME28 for the release of individual POs. On the initial screen, enter the Release Code and any other relevant parameters so that the system only brings up relevant POs for release, which will open the screen shown in Figure 10.46.
Figure 10.46 shows that PO 4500000204 with PO Type NB of Net price 2,000 PKR (which has a value greater than the 100 PKR required for a PO release strategy to work) can be released.

Release Strategy for Purchase Requisition

Now that you know the end-to-end configuration, master data, and business processes for release strategy for POs, you can replicate these steps for purchase requisitions.

For practice, and as an example, set up a release strategy for a purchase requisition by maintaining the purchase requisition document type to be the newly configured on ZNB and maintaining a purchase requisition value at the item level to be greater than 100.00 PKR (or local currency).

Access the screen shown in Figure 10.47 via Transaction ME54N for an individual release of a purchase requisition. Notice the details at the item level of the purchase requisition. For a collective release of purchase requisitions, use Transaction ME55.

Note

Releasing each line item separately is called an item-level release. A purchase requisition may contain one or more line items. With item-level release, a particular line item can be released while other line items may be pending for approval or rejection.

You cannot perform item-level release procedures using a release procedure with classification for external documents because external documents (such as POs, RFQs, scheduling agreements, quantity or value contracts) are always released or blocked as whole documents. However, for internal documents, you can configure line item level approval or complete document approval using a release procedure with classification. To configure item-level release for a purchase requisition, follow the menu path Materials Management • Purchasing • Purchase Requisition • Define Document Types. As shown earlier in Figure 10.6, select the OverReqRel checkbox to enable the overall release of a purchase requisition. If you want item-level approval, don’t select this checkbox.

10.5 Summary

In this chapter, we examined the purchase requisition process. Most companies use a purchase requisition process to identify what material is needed and to allow the purchasing department to review and create the optimum POs for each vendor by taking into account the volume discounts and favorable terms offered by the vendor. Without purchase requisitions purchasing decisions would be made by end users and not by the purchasing department.

Chapter 11 follows up from the creation and processing of purchase requisitions to discuss the creation of RFQs. RFQs aren’t universally used and may not be part of your company’s purchasing policy. However, an RFQ can be an important purchasing tool, and you should understand how to create and process RFQs.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO11N</td>
<td>329, 331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORBR</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORK</td>
<td>693–694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS02</td>
<td>688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT04</td>
<td>284, 387, 832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUT1</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUNI</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV01N</td>
<td>860, 862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV02N</td>
<td>868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV04N</td>
<td>868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI10</td>
<td>725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBMP</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FK08</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAB</td>
<td>770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ03</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIRFLVMOBVDEH</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KON</td>
<td>770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB21</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB22</td>
<td>632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB51</td>
<td>630, 915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB52</td>
<td>712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB56</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB58</td>
<td>915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBST</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBSTD</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBTR</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBL1</td>
<td>531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBVR</td>
<td>636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC_C</td>
<td>548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Page Numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehouse</td>
<td>182, 188–191, 663, 674, 676, 702, 787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>section</td>
<td>701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehouse management (WM)</td>
<td>44, 182–183, 187, 189, 294, 296, 713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lean</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movement type</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unit of measure</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehouse stock</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighting group</td>
<td>174, 613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighting key</td>
<td>480, 485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesaler</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawal</td>
<td>624, 655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawal from alternative plant</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withholding tax</td>
<td>244–245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women-owned business</td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work breakdown structure (WBS)</td>
<td>43, 634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work center</td>
<td>658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work in progress (WIP)</td>
<td>751, 779, 809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batch</td>
<td>329, 332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batch reporting</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work scheduling</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working capital</td>
<td>751</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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